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Often the Christmas and New Year distract even the most dedicated and enthusiastic members
from caving, but photocopying and transcribing the log-book entries reveals that 2017

ended with a surprising burst of activity, possibly  triggered off by the great Elf Hunt. Writing
personally, however, a ten day visit to Lanzarote ending in mid-December, has most certainly
contributed to this slightly later-than-intended publication of Journal 345. December 31st not
only marks the start of a new log-book at Upper Pitts, but the date on which people who have
not paid their annual subscriptions are cast into the outer darkness.... only not quite. Late payment
is a perennial problem for our Treasurer, and stopping journals is  in the “Carrot and Stick”
armoury of incentives to pay on time. Now, with surplus journals readily available it can  hardly
sting. Because of the scale of the problem, the committee have decided that some additional
form of incentive/disincentive is needed.... so from 01 January (when subs will be disgracefully
overdue) the sinners’ Wessex Key Dongles will be disabled. They will, of course, be re-activated
when the subs are paid, but this will not necessarily be immediate: there’s no reason when any
committee member should have to make a special visit to UP, and for very sound reasons, the
membership computer at UP is not on the internet: reactivation cannot be done remotely.

The issue of late subscription payers comes up at every AGM and the vote is invariably for no
“Late-Payment” penalty. But both a late payment and a penalty cause the long-suffering Treasurer
extra work.

Journal 345 is the 12th. In the current volume. The Wessex binders have room for 13, but it is
all too easy to miss a cord, so the spare is a worthwhile item. Hatstand has the binders for sale
at £8.50 each or £6.50 for three. They are illustrated on page 314. (and they also hold “Descent”
and many similar magazines and journals). Journal 346 will mark the start of Volume 35.

This issue features photography by Bill Nix for the first time. I am constantly surprised and
delighted that we have so many really good cave photographers in the club and contributing to
the journal. If you have some unpublished gems, please send them in. They don’t have to be

associated with a caving account.      Noel

Quite a lot of relatively minor matters have come up for discussion and action recently.
These are not listed  in order of importance.

First of all, welcome to Becky Varnes who has stepped into the vacant “Ordinary
Member” post on the committee, and immediately contributed a couple of articles for
this journal.

Whatever the future brings, at the moment very few Wessex members have electric or
hybrid cars which require re-charging at Upper Pitts, and there is no real issue with
facilities and costs, but it seems reasonable to ask anyone plugging their car into the
Upper Pitts supply, to put a cost contribution into the “Day” box.

CommittEE & admin mattErs
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 The spin dryer in the drying room discharges into a plastic bowl. If you spin dry your fleecies or other items, please
empty the bowl or its contents will evaporate into a nicely steamy atmosphere, which is counter-productive, to put it
mildly.

BCA Cards and Wessex Membership Cards have been mailed to paid up members, but those who paid after 1st January
will not have received their cards in the first mailing.

You are all members of the BCA (insurance coverage). How much detail the BCA holds and publishes on you depends
on you. BCA gets personal information from two sources. When we apply for your membership (insurance) card we
send a spreadsheet which contains your name and address together with a few other details. Mostly this is the information
BCA needs to administer the membership. This information is only used between our club and BCA and is not accessible
elsewhere. BCA also have a separate members portal, “BCA-online”,  where you can register further personal details
and preferences, e.g. requirement to have their newsletter emailed direct to yourself. You must pre-register to use
BCA-online and then log in with a password.

To reassure members who have reservations about the use of Facebook for our personal details and contacts, the Wessex
Facebook page is only available  for Wessex members.

It was  planned to update the access code to the Members' area of the Wessex web site on 31st January. The new code
is on your Membership Sticker.

Common sense suggests that when members, or guests, lose property at Upper Pitts, they realise, and take steps to recover
it as soon as possible. There is little sense in storing it in safe-keeping it for an extended period, so in future “Found”
items will only be kept for 3 months before they are either put up for auction to benefit the club, or disposed of as
appropriate.

Keith Sanderson “Bids” for Northern cave bookings for us, and this is published in the list of his bookings for the coming
months (if nobody in the Wessex wants to take them  up, then these bookings are returned to the availability pool, as it
were, and not wasted). The best way to go about taking advantage of a Wessex booking is to contact our Caving Secretary,
Wayne, and to coordinate names and details for a party through him. This will avoid any problem of separate privately
arranged groups conflicting.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CSCC  All cave padlocks being changed because replacements for the existing keys are unobtainable. This will take
time: there will not be one specific single day when every single padlock will be changed. Given the potential confusion
and frustration of having the “Wrong” key, both old and new will be held at the same time with the illustrated coloured
tag on each. This tag should help lessen the incidence of inadvertently dropped or mislaid keys.

Attborough Swallet
Axbridge Hill Cavern
Balch Cave
Blackmoor Swallet
(Stainsby’s Shaft)
Chard’s Well
Compton Martin
  Ochre Mine

Conning Tower Cave
Coral Cave
Cuckoo Cleeves
Eighteen Acre Swallet
Fairy Cave Quarry Car
Park
Five Buddles Sink
Flower Pot

Hillier’s Cave
Hobnail Hole
Loxton Cave
Loxton Quarry Cave
Nettle Pot
Priddy Green Sink
Singing River Mine
Sludge Pit Hole

Snake Pit Hole
Spider Hole
Star Shaft
Stock Hill Mine Cave
Stock’s House Shaft
Ubley Warren Pot
Viaduct Sink
Waterwheel Swallet

The CSCC Keys will give
access to the following caves
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Ed:    Sometimes reading articles from overseas, we only really think about the  underground wonders.
Think Mulu, think Meghalaya, and the mind-blowing photographs that come back from abroad. But it

isn’t all walking into miles of enormous virgin cave; the background grind and hassle that accompanies the
caving is often left unsaid. So it’s appropriate that this account, from the trenches as it were, comes, suitably
enough, from a Soldier.  All Photos: Connor  Roe

I found  myself at the dinner table enjoying
a glass of wine, looking back through the
pictures of the expedition. I almost felt like
I was back in Mexico City airport, enjoying
a few chilled beers and overpriced pizza
with Chris Jewell. We were feeling tired,
yet relieved to have made it to the airport
after a long day of travel. Our journey had
started early that morning in the picturesque
mountain village of Santa Ana
Cuauhtemoc. We had been there on a
three-week expedition, as part of the
Huautla Diving Expeditions team. Other
members of the team included Max Fisher
(UK), Zeb Lilly (US), Gilly Ellor (US) Matt
Vinzant (US), Ernest Garza (US) Susana
Mendoza who is known as Alex (Mexico)
and the expedition leader Andreas Klocher
(Tasmania).

The trip had been an intense three weeks, with no real time to stop and catch your breath. The primary objective was
to carry on the fine work of previous teams, the most recent being that  of the previous year. This cave has only seen
a handful of visits over the years, the most notable one being  in 2001. That year it was lead by Dr William (Bill) Stone,
and included  two Brits  - Rick Stanton and Jason Mallinson. On the final dive, they had explored to a vast air chamber,
having covered around 1km of flooded passage. This cave is near as makes no difference a purely diving site. This,
linked in with the remoteness of the cave, has most likely contributed to the limited number of visits over the years. It
was thanks to the hard work of the small team in 2016, that I was able to find myself there. The team found a new dry
section of the passage, beyond the limit of the 2001 team. Sadly, they did not have any way to transport camping gear
safely through the flooded passages. It was to fall to the next year that a camp would be established, generally easing
exploration beyond.

Chris’s talk at Eurospeleo lead to my joining the team. I had been lucky enough to be part of the 2013 expedition to
the main Huautla system high on the plateau. Now my full attention was on the Soto Domingo Canyon; could this be
the best way to connect these two unique caves? After what felt like a blink of an eye I found myself as part of the
team, feeling that I had been welcomed in with open arms. The team was to utilise rebreathers which would massively
reduce the number of cylinders that needed to be carried to and from the cave. I would shortly be finding myself racking
up hours of dive time, to get myself ready for some of the biggest dives I had yet done. The biggest issue for the team
was the need to get the camp kit through the sumps. Dry-tubes would clearly be critical, but they needed to be light
enough to carry,  strong enough to withstand the pressure, large enough to accommodate the required camping
equipment, but small enough as to not become cumbersome to the divers. Thanks to the great help of Laura Trowbridge
and Gavin Newman that we succeeded. These tubes proved to be perfect for diving, as they were simply like carrying
an extra cylinder.

Caving  Overseas
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The journey to Santa Ana is a long one, but a task that must be done. It normally goes something like this…..Flight.
Taxi. Wait. Food. Bus. Food. Bus. Food. Truck. Food and beer. Sleep. All in all, it takes around 24 hours start to finish
if you can time everything just right. Finally, we were there, and ready to get our teeth into the expedition. Over the
next couple of days, the plan was to get all the diving kit down to
the cave, getting divers into the water ASAP.  We knew that most
of the guideline would need replacing from last year. This was a
great chance for those of us who have not dived there before, to get
acquainted with the system. The first sump pool is a welcome sight,
with its deep blue water and fish swimming in circles just below the
surface. The  sharp-edged multi-directional passages were a beautiful
sight. More importantly for us British, with the visibility was far
greater then we are used to, so  we would even be able to see it!
Firstly though we had to prepare all the gear! We Brits found
ourselves up early due to the time difference, along with a keenness
to get going. Simply getting  to the cave was always a challenge.
We would find ourselves on the daily drive down the dirt roads,
where you were always an inch from finding yourself on the canyon
floor faster then you would like. Once your patience had finally
reached its end and your eyeballs rattled out, you would arrive in
the vast canyon. At this point, we would switch from horsepower to
old-fashioned people power! The next challenge was getting all the
equipment up the section of the river, to the cave entrance. Walking
in a location that would be a natural beauty spot in the UK, was
always a pleasure. It gave you a chance to switch off from the task
of carrying heavy bags. To think about the day ahead or collect your
thoughts about the day past. Mostly though it was filled with general
banter, keeping our spirits high on this unsavoury task. Just as you
started the reach the point of wanting to stop for a break, you would
reach the entrance to the cave. The entrance is taken up by either boulders or sump pool, with level ground not really
present. It is still one of the most inviting sumps I have ever had the privilege to lay my eyes on.
Over the next few days, we positioned all the needed equipment in the cave, replaced almost all the sumps lines. This

meant that all the bail-out cylinders for
the first and second sumps were in
place, the scooters (Diver propulsion
vehicles DPVs), along with all the
rebreathers and other shenanigans. This
task involved a series of dives and
carries by all the team, the longest dive
being done by myself and Chris. The
previous day he and Andreas and
completed the milestone task of re-
lining to the deepest point. This only
left one more lining trip before a
camping team could be safety
guaranteed passage, without vast task
loading. It fell to  Chris and me to
complete this. It was also an obvious
time to try out the scooters before the
first transit of the system. The dive went
well, though it was a long one for
myself,  with our collective dive time
being just shy of 4 hours. There were

clearly mixed feelings once we returned with the news, for myself the first was fatigue  mixed with unwinding,  as
my mind had not relaxed for the last 5 hours. My greatest emotion was exhilaration. We were ready to begin camp,
to explore, to bring the connection between these two great systems a little closer.
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After a team conference  over a
couple of cold beers that night,
the first team was constructed. It
was to be Chris, Andreas and
Max, leaving myself and Gilly to
play team rescue. Camping team
one got straight to work that
night, preparing their dry tubes
for the journey through the
sumps. The next day the camp
team were in the water, ready for
their journey through. There was
great excitement as Gilly and I
waved them off, we would not
see them for two nights. We
returned to base camp, as I had
equipment that required my
attention before it could be used
again for diving.

I and Gilly had plans to head up
to the Pena Colorada system, over the next couple of days.
Ernest was going to be hanging out in the canyon then also.
However, as we arrived in the canyon that day we had a
problem. We appeared to be low on fuel:  this was a big
problem. The damage that would be caused to the vehicle
would be huge if we ran it dry, so our priority had to be to
get fuel, and soon. It was back up the hill we went to try and
get some diesel in Chiquihuitlán de Benito Juárez,  the
nearest town. We would not stand a chance if we did not have
Alex with us. Our Spanish would get us as far as asking for
it, but would not be able to fully understand the answer.
Getting fuel proved to be a massive issue, we spent all day
in the local town to find only 20ltrs..... enough to get us back
down to the canyon to check for the team but not down to
the nearest city of Teotitlan. A new creative plan was needed.
This was made more complex by the requirement of picking
up Zeb and Matt the next day. It came down to  Ernest’s  2
wheel drive, 2 seater truck, along with a 200 ltr barrel. We
hoped that this would be a nice fluid journey, knowing that
we needed to return to pick up the camping team that
evening.

The journey started well, with us enjoying the stunning views
all the way down to the town. It is not the shortest of journeys
or most comfortable, with us never 100% sure we were going
the right way.  Finally, though,  we hit the tarmac - a blessed
relief for our rattled bodies after days of dirt roads. We
cruised into town, with thoughts of getting the fuel followed
by some of the local tacos. Pulling up outside the bus station
20 minutes later, we felt a little relieved to have sorted one
of the problems out. Moments later  Matt and Zeb appeared, ready to eat as many tacos as they could manage. Sitting
down for food the mood was relaxed;  we had tacos, fuel, the team was finally together and a lift was on its way to
get us all back what could go wrong? Well, it all started with the lift not showing up. We waited and waited, no-show.
No matter,  we squeezed 4 of us plus 6 bags plus all the fuel into the small truck, but  I must say I have travel more
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comfortably than that!  We hit the road and Oh my, was it hot in the back! Just minutes after setting off, we pulled
over.  I thought the guys were checking that I was OK but it was the truck that was overheating!  Good job we had
a mechanic with us. I never thought I would find myself on holiday having to work. It did not take long to work
out that we had lost all our coolant; where we did not know. With the darkness descending we needed a solution,
it would several hours before we hit the road. Having broken down close to a town, we could get some form of
supplies - mostly more tacos and beer. We found,source of the leak,  a cracked radiator, which was bodged with
some putty designed for fixing leaks on household plumbing! It will hold, I told myself optimistically. We saddled
up and prepared for another break-down on the side of the mountain. But none came, we arrived in the village late,
quickly filled the other truck and raced off to get the others. It didn’t  take long to find them. They had walked all
the way up the hill when we failed to arrive, which had clearly been an emotional journey. All in all the team was
ready to head to bed, it had been one of those days.

The next couple of days would prove to just as action-packed. The first priority was to get the two vehicles into a
good working order. This fell primarily myself assisted by Zeb, and the news wasn't as good as we perhaps hoped.
With more parts to be ordered for one of the trucks, the team headed out to the local garage to get the other part
fixed. In the meantime, the remainder of the team was approached by the local schoolteacher. She had come to learn
some more about our activities, as many of the parents were very interested. This short presentation,  of which I
understood very  little, culminated in us being invited to come and talk to the  children. This involved Chris, with
some assistance from Alex putting together a few short sentences explaining not only what we were doing but what
these caves mean to us. This all seemed to go very  well, with Alex hearing that the locals were much more relaxed
and positive about our presence.

To be continued.......…  Connor

Caving days from 15th to 17th of sEptEmbEr  2017, bErnardfagnE – fErrièrEs in bElgium
All Photos:  Francois  Tollemer
Friday 15th September 2017, I met David at Caen as planned and then we started the road trip from Normandy to
Ferrière. After a quiet road trip, the organizers made us comfortable in the “centre d’hébergement Bernardfagne”,
taking place in an old monastery reconverted as College Saint-Roch. Next to this welcome time, open bar! During

the “Aperitif”, we had the good surprise to meet
Maxine arriving from UK. We had a nice dinner
and then went to the sleeping quarters.

Saturday 16th September 2017   After a nice
breakfast, we registered for visiting one of our
favorite caves. We made our choice in favor of
the “Trou des Manants”, located at Tilff. Our
guide, Dirk had prepared everything so we were
ready for the caving trip! After a short drive,
we arrived near the cave and park the cars. Our
team was composed of David, Connor, Mike,
me and Dirk. This caving trip gave us the huge
opportunity to discover a beautiful
concretioned spot and particularly a very lovely
white concretion. At the end, we arrived in an
underground river and a sink. When coming
back outside, Dirk explained us the links
between the Trou des Manants and the others

Still  more from Overseas
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pots of the same area, particularly the Grotte
Sainte-Anne. After a delightful dinner around a
big nice cheese buffet composed of tasty local
cheese specialties, followed with a pretty good
desert buffet, Saturday night was still all right
with a great speleo night party according to the
Morfine Murphy’s rhythm and thanks to DJ
“Gino”.

Sunday 17th September 2017 Was time for good
lectures with interesting workshops and
presentations, dealing with lots of different caving
topics. After an account of the expedition of the
Sima de Hojas and its long walk approach and
hard job according to the long and vertical caving
trips, I saw the film “The Chamber” dealing with
the discovery and exploration of Sarawak
Chamber in Nasib Bagus cave in the
Mulu National Park, Sarawak, Bornéo. Next, I
listened to the brilliant lecture by Connor Roe who reported his diving with a team of international cave divers in the
Huautla Resurgence. The tremendous lecture with a subject considering all things that can go wrong when caving

caught my attention too… In such a case, is it “Bad luck or Plain
Stupid” when it happens ? At the end, an attractive presentation to
promote the next edition of the EuroSpeleo Forum next 23-26th of
August 2018 in Austria, including talks about the Ebensee’s caves
and an interesting renaturation’s project has been done. After a
nice barbecue outside with the sun, David and I said “Au revoir”
to all friends and decided to go home.
Great thanks to the organizer’s team of these caving days, volunteers, friends and to our guide Dirk for having such
a good fun all the time during this exciting week-end. Hope to do it again soon!   François Tollemer

Dave Barrett reports:
The “Trou des Manants” cave is Mendip style (!) and a number of loops are possible. The entrance is in a valley of
similar setting to Longwood though the manhole covered entrance is 3 meters above the stream. It is part of a small
string of caves which run down the valley and interconnected by the same underground water. Dave
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Wessex  Elf  Rescue  Mission – Saturday 9th December 2017

These two “Group” photos: Clive Westlake. All others by Ali Moody

Wessex “events “ have included a wide variety of underground themes such as treasure hunts, duck and boat
races, a Hogwarts School Quidditch Match and a reunion of the Saint Trinian’s Caving Club (Mendip

Branch). The last Christmas event, held in 2014, involved a total of over fifty people underground, in a selection
of caves including several requiring leaders.  Although extremely enjoyable, these events create a considerable
amount of work for the organisers at a particularly busy time of year and I was looking forward to another
peaceful Christmas – that was until John Cooper asked Wayne Starsmore if there was going to be a Christmas
trip this year, like the ones Ali used to do! Wayne and I put our heads together and I suggested that it had been

a few years since we had arranged a candlelight trip. Wayne took this forward, coming up with the brilliant idea
of rescuing one of Santa’s elves, who had been chased down Swildon’s Hole by an evil Mendip pixie.  Unless
lured to the surface, this missing elf would leave Santa understaffed for the delivery of children’s Christmas
presents. Research showed that as elves are scared of bald heads and bright lights, the rescuers must use only
candlelight and helmets should be covered with caps, wigs or festive decorations.  A feast of mince pies and
homemade ginger beer would also be required to tempt him out.  Preparations were made for this highly skilled

rescue attempt and on Friday 8
December, a preliminary party
(John Cooper, Mike Kousiounis, Ali
Moody, Sarah Payne, Tony Seddon
& Wayne Starsmore) transported
nine loads of food and equipment to
the Water Chamber, where the elf
was reputed to be hiding. Tables
were set up in readiness for the feast
and Wayne provided a decorated
Christmas tree with a PIR sensor
running off a motor cycle battery.
The following morning Wayne and
John laid out a trail of nightlights
from the entrance through the Short
Dry Way to assist the rescuers.  At
the appointed hour, 2pm on
Saturday 9 December, a dedicated
group of over thirty cavers
congregated at Upper Pitts and
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proceeded to search Upper Swildon’s
checking the Zigzags and both the Long and
Short Dry Ways. The teams met up at the
Water Chamber and at this stage
refreshments were clearly in order. The elf

was last seen at the entrance to Lower Lowbow and either
deciding (very wisely) that he didn’t like this section of cave, or
scared by the masses, had already made a run for it up the Wet
Way, evading capture by Monica Bollani and Kev Hilton who
followed in swift pursuit. Refreshed by mince pies, fairy cakes
and some rather alcoholic ginger beer, the remaining rescuers

retreated to the surface either by the
Short Dry or the Wet Way, the latter
proving interesting by candlelight,
particularly the draughty Lavatory Pan.
The devious little elf was finally tracked
down by nine year old Emily Williams,
who was on her first trip down
Swildon’s Hole.

The elf (Jim) was returned to Upper Pitts for basic first aid and with a successful rescue concluded, a superb celebratory
meal was enjoyed by over forty people, thanks to the very hard work by Jonathan Williams, Marion Wilkinson and
helpers.

Thanks are extended Clive Westlake who stepped in as official photographer at short notice, to Rob and Pam Maine
for waiving the goodwill fee for the rescuers and particularly to Wayne who did the majority of the organisation. The
next event is already in the planning stage, so watch this space…..Ali
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The Great Elf Hunt      Kushy writes:

On the Friday, I, Wayne Starsmore, Ali Moody, John Cooper, Sarah Payne and Tony Seddon took 9 bulging bags
of Xmas gear to the Water Chamber in Swildons. In these festive packs were the tree with baubles and lights to don,
tealight candles, presents, mince pies, 6x 2litres of highly volatile ginger beer, tables and of course the Jim the elf
and present-thief extraordinaire (stowing away). To be fair I would like to add loads of funny mishaps along the way
with exploding ginger beer bottles and soggy irregular shaped cardboard boxes, but  the team did well and I reckon
we made it to the water chamber from the Wessex with all goods intact in less than an hour. With everything set up
Jim the Elf was finally able to come out of his stowed position and go and hide his bag of presents in a dark place to
keep all for himself. Bags and loose bits were  stashed up Hensler's dig and the motion detector system for the xmas
lights tested and ready.  Job well done.
Saturday, after a spot of digging to wake the body up on a frosty, white morning we we're getting dressed in our best
Xmas thread, and ready for the candlelight elf rescue arranged for a 2pm meet at the Wessex.
Lot's of people (I think it was around 30) went underground on the day!  (I don't want to give exact numbers and
names in case I miss someone out :) ). Candles in hand we all hiked over the hills; photoshoots at the entrance of
course by Clive Westlake.
So, along with Ali ,Kev and Monica  we set off on a challenge through the
Long Dry Way (the pretty way) in.  The secret Gothic in me thinks it's way
prettier in candlelight and I was really glad we chose this route. The main
thing I noticed about candlelight was the fact you can not see your feet and
every hole in the ground looks bottomless, this slows progress down incredibly
as you use the power of toe touching to assist with your movements...another
good trick was to drop small stones into black holes to determine whether
they were 'bottomless' or not (of course it helps having a good knowledge of
the passage in LED light, but it takes a great deal of accustomisation). So with
one Rudolph antler snapped and my shiny red nose removed, as the LED in
it kept pinching lumen power from my candle, Ali missing a couple of
attachments from her head-piece, and Monica basically caving in the dark the
whole way due to a technical light hitch we made it to the water chamber in
good time, to be greeted by the rest of the merry gang eating mince pies and
swigging the ginger beer in a candlelit Xmas grotto. Then it was time to find
Jim the Elf and recover the stolen presents. I must apologise right now as it
was up to me to hide Jim I chose the low-bows not thinking of younger, much
smaller members being unable to reach it. Emily Williams,  Jonathan’s
daughter, and the bravest small person I’ve met was really eager to find him
and even got to the bottom of the lowbow climb after noticing lights leading
up there. Unfortunately there was no way she could climb up there (but was
OK because Monica and Kev went and relocated Jim to somewhere near the
entrance, which I believe Emily spotted on the way out) so it came good in
the end and all spirits were kept high.
With  photos taken, most of the beer drunk and mince pies eaten, leftovers
were  re-packed ready to finish at the hut later.
I and Ali left via the Wet Way for a unique challenge; made it through the lav
pan without my candle going out,  re lit Ali’s that had gone out for her (mine only stayed alight as the draught was
blocked by Ali ahead :) ). Wayne  and Simon were shortly behind us at the step over. I must admit I was gripped
watching from high above a full sized elf (Wayne in costume) and a Santa squeezing through the lav pan, candles
getting extinguished and assisting each other to the right way on and re lighting their candles once they were through
(Team work and buddyship is an essential skill in candlelight caving) so we waited up for them...pretty quick
exit...food time!
Jim the Elf placed by the fire to dry and presents opened on return to the hut. Thanks Jon and Marion who I believe
were especially occupied with meal preparation while we we're having the time of our lives in Swildons.  Spicy
pumpkin soup, pasta and meatballs and a selection of crumbles, bread-and-butter pud  and trifle for afters, truly
spoilt!  A big thanks to them and to evreryone  involved, and special thanks to Wayne, John and Ali for getting the
event going. Kushy
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Ed: Having drunk lots of Ali’s Ginger Beer over the years, I had firmly believed that the recipe was, like
Coca Cola, a closely guarded secret, but here it is, all is revealed...... Thank You, Ali  !!

Ali’s Ginger Beer
To make 1 gallon and best made about 4 /5 days before required.
30g root ginger (weight after removing the skin)
500g white sugar
2 lemons (rind & juice)
15g cream of tartar
1 tsp of wine making/brewing yeast
1 gallon of boiling water
Cut the root ginger into small pieces and then bruise it by either crushing with a rolling pin or pestle and mortar.
Wash the lemons and finely grate off the rind. Reserve the juice.
Put root ginger, lemon rind and cream of tartar in a large clean bucket and add the sugar. Cover with   boiling water and stir well
to ensure the sugar is dissolved. Make up to 1 gallon with boiling water.
Allow to cool and when tepid stir in the lemon juice and yeast. Cover bucket with a clean cloth and allow it to ferment in a warm
place for 24-36 hours.
Remove any scum on the surface and then  strain (through muslin or equivalent) before bottling in sparkling water type bottles.
It is advisable to leave a little gap at the top.  (1 gallon of brew will fill just over 2 x 2 litre bottles).
Keep in a warm place and it is worth partly unscrewing the tops for a few seconds every 8 hours to gently release the pressure
and prevent the bottles from bulging. Omit this stage for the final 48 hours (before required) to allow a good fizz to develop in
the beer. Enjoy.

Ali.
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Ed: The main internal work of the last hut working weekend was described in Journal 343. While that
was in progress, Simon was rebuilding the training tower. He describes the process below, but this

gives little idea of the endlessly detailed planning involved. Every single new scaffolding fitting had to be
listed, and, vitally, the order of assembly. Since dimensions were secondary to availability of each fitment,
his drawings did not have to be to scale, but they had to be 100% accurate numerically! I took the
opportunity to photograph a few pages of his planning file, but  apologise that the bright sunny day fooled
me and a couple of pages have shadow across them.

SRT TOWER REBUILD

I have used the tower many times over the years
and always thought it was a bit basic. Firstly, access
to the top platform via a ladder and ducking under
the top tube was never great. Second, there were
only four hangers. So I set about designing some
modifications.

Aims:
To ease access to the top platform.
To make rigging easier.
To increase the number of options.
To make it more realistic.
To provide a facility where people can not only
learn and practice SRT but, also learn to rig traverse
lines, y-hangs and deviations.
And finally to provide a showpiece to enhance the
reputation of the club (assuming anyone notices).

Design stages:
Paul Wilman was originally tasked with the job and a discussion between Paul,
Les Williams and myself resulted in me taking it on. I had ideas for the rigging
and Les wanted to replace the top ladder with two simple steps. Several attempts

at a 3D pencil drawing were made
before I got a design that I was happy

with. Several copies, marked with the
required fittings, went into a project
folder, which later became invaluable
as large parts of the structure were stripped and rebuilt.

The Training Tower Rebuild
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A great deal of time was spent ensuring that the new fittings were compatible with existing ones and complied with
the required standards. I also managed to source some strength rated shackles, in the same material as the clamps,
to reduce galvanic corrosion. They were cheap enough and in time I might replace them with 300 series stainless.
We’ll see how they last...

The  Rebuild:
Works took place over three weekends in August. The first of
which saw Les and me, having taken the day off work, starting
on a Friday morning to avoid heckling from the sidelines.
Despite the pair of us working most daylight hours until
Sunday evening, the only signs of progress were the big event
shelter full of tools, a large taped off area around the tower
and several prominent signs warning of death. The second
weekend was pretty much like the first. Despite having worked
liked demons, at least one person said they couldn’t tell any
difference; Thanks for that! The third weekend saw the top
platform finally hoisted back into place and preparations made
for a static load test. This involved hoisting an alarming
number of 25litre barrels of water onto the top platform whilst
using a disto to take before, during and after measurements.
The end result being confirmation of the existing 500kg safe
working limit.

Being a miserable git, I am probably happier with the end
result than I would ever like to admit. It is a definite
improvement that I hope will serve the club for years to come.
Several people have asked for rigging topos but I don’t think
they’re needed. Just grab a rope and see where it takes you
(probably the ground in most cases…)

Finally, I should mention those who helped with the heavy lifting: Aubrey
Newport, Chris Williams, Frank Tully, John Cooper, Mark Helmore and, a
passing Spaniard on a bike.

Simon Richardson

The rescue practice on the newly
finished tower was a simple loop
rescue from below. i.e. The victim
is in descent (not the magazine) and
is hit by a falling object (e.g. a
dropped tackle bag containing
something heavy such as a dive



cylinder, drill and batteries or, 100m of wet rope…). The
victim is knocked unconscious and descends at speed into the
rebelay loop (assume the use of a non auto locking descender).
The rescuer, seeing this from below, ascends to collect the
victim and return back down to solid ground.

This is a very straight forward rescue involving no extra
gear except a knife if you don’t normally carry one and does
not require any great strength. So, it’s easy and you get to

cut rope. What’s not to like.  To help understand what is going on in the photos I have attached some explanatory
drawings. Simon Richardson

Ed: I don’t think these need any captions
at all, let alone from myself. All rescue
practise photos:
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1. Both  descendeurs on victim’s harness
2. Rescuer hanging from victim’s central maillon via two crabs linked together
3.  Rescue also attached to victim by a back-up   cowstail, but not hanging from it.
4.  Rescuer’s descendeur onto “Down” rope and locked off.
5. Cut the rebelay rope and knot the end to make it safe for anyone else descending.
6.  Descend on rescuer’s stop / simple / rack with a descent braking crab.



“What’s not to like”

Dear Draenen Key Holding Club.

Please circulate to your members as you see fit, a report of some possible movement in Ogof Draenen 2nd choke
last weekend.
Following an incident on Sat 27th Jan, it has been reported to the PDCMG that there has been some movement in
the area of the squeeze in the 2nd boulder choke in the Ogof Draenen Main Streamway. It is possible that this squeeze
may have got slightly tighter.
Please take extra care in the 2nd boulder choke and keep an eye out for loose boulders or signs of movement.
Following a visit, any reports on the state of the boulder choke would be greatly appreciated by the wider caving
community. If you are undertaking the round trip, you may wish to do it in an anti-clockwise direction, until the
state of the choke and size of the squeeze has been assessed. Larger cavers may wish to pay special attention to this
report

Regards
Dan Thorne
PDCMG Permit Secretary
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WEssEX soCial
Dear All,

I am writing to ask you if your club would like to get involved and support the BEC for Wessex Challenge this
year. I have mentioned it to a couple of you in the pub and this is the idea:

Officially as SLAG (ex Southampton University) won last time, they should organise the next one but as they are
mostly BEC members anyway, the committee thought that the BEC should organise it. This is mainly because it is the
50th anniversary of the great flood of 1968 and we want to do something a bit special. We are thinking along the lines
of a homemade chariot race across the Cuthbert’s depression and the Minneries pond (if we can get permission and if
we need it). We want it wet, wet, wet and possibly with zip wires!

We have set a date for 4th August and intend to run it alongside the BEC summer BBQ.
I would be grateful for your thoughts and hope that you will want to play!

With kind regards,
Babs Price

Secretary  Bristol Exploration Club

Ed:  The Committee have accepted this invitation.

We are arranging a special day of caving aimed at young people.  There will be a number of planned trips to suit all
abilities. There will also be an opportunity for some of our more experienced younger member to lead these (planning,
navigating, rigging, life-lining, etc) with minimal input from adults.

Open to our younger members (16 or under) and older member's children and grandchildren.
We will also try to arrange suitable kit so please let us know what you need.
If you would like to attend then please let us know by contacting one of us below:-
Paul Wilman  Email:  pwilman@btinternet.com
Wayne Starsmore  Email:  wayne@cuckoocleeves.uk
Alternatively click the "going" button on the Wessex Members Facebook event.

³-----See opposite        mEndip CavE fEst may 2018.
MCR are running a bar and BBQ at the village hall Saturday night. There is a timetable of events for Mendip Cavefest
‘18 on their website www.cavefestuk.co.uk. They are also running their own workshop and training sessions, they
take all proceeds, as it's their thing. Thrupe, Rhino, and Hunters will be pre-rigged and, yes, we are looking for
volunteers...They can say if they want to lead a trip on the registration form online or contact Cavefest direct at
cavefestuk@yahoo.com.
 We are also thinking about pre-rigging  Swildon's, Eastwater and whatever else we can help with, and in conjunction
with other caving clubs

Neil Maine
Norbert Hajduk
Christopher Bonner
Faith King
Kimberley Lake
Phil Short (re-Joining) now joint with Gemma Smith

WE WElComE thE folloWing nEW mEmbErs
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Spider Hole - A Digging Cycle
Definition - cycle - noun - a series of events that are regularly repeated in the same order.
I thought it about time we had an update on the situation in Spider Hole, Cheddar Gorge.

Fig 1 is a cropped version of the full survey to show the position
in 2013 whilst Fig 2 is the full survey to show the position at the
end of 2017.
The difference is the bottom pot is deeper and the spoil heaps above
Four-Tonne Shaft are larger.
To achieve this the following cycle occurs.
First - create some spoil at the bottom. Usually this is done by
drilling some 10mm diameter holes about 900mm deep and using
40gm cord to turn the rock into debris. (Week 1).
Second - move the debris up the bottom shaft and store at the
bottom of Four-Tonne Shaft. This requires 3 or 4 people, one to
load the debris into buckets and one to drag the skip along the
tunnel and empty them. Whilst 1 person can haul them up the shaft

and empty into the skip it is easier to split the work.
(Weeks 2 and 3).
Third - move the debris up Four-Tonne Shaft. This
ideally requires 6 people. One to load the buckets, one
on the ledge half way up, one just below the top, one at
the top to transfer the bucket along the top tunnel, one
in The Pit to transfer the debris to the top bucket and a
final person at the very top to empty the top bucket. Five
people can manage by combining the third and fourth
mentioned. Any fewer requires intermediate storage in
The Pit. (Weeks 4 and 5)
The debris at the top is stored behind retaining walls
built up using cemented boulders. This can normally be
done in parallel with the second stage above.
Digging normally occurs on a Monday evening. Read the reports in the Log Book or this Journal if you wish to know
who is involved. John  Cooper

thE digging sCEnE

Wessex Binders for the 12 issues forming Volume 34 can
be bought from Hatstand. £6.50 each, or £8.00 for 3.

They do not come lettered as shown. You can label the
spines as you wish.



OFD – a weekend’s adventure in South Wales

It hadn’t been long after Hidden Earth when the drive to get underground had hit, I was somewhat limited by time,
being a Devonian meant I was some distance from Wales and I wanted my time to be worth it, so a weekend was
required.
Having acquainted myself
with the Rubber Duck
Caving Club (RDCC) at
the conference I decided
to join them in Wales for
a week-end. Over the
weekend it was novel to
find some other Wessex
Members around <Tips
helmet at Mr Thomas &
Hatstand>, as we were
clearly there to make sure
things were running
smoothly.
I soon found myself in the
company of not one but
two nationally known
photographers, Mr Burkey
and Mr Nix which meant
one thing – photo  trip.
The objective for Saturday
was Marble Showers,
somewhere I’d not been to
before in OFD. It had been
a few years since I had been caving regularly, having done a few bits in the interim, so I jumped in with both feet to
see how it went.
Our little party of Mark Burkey, Bill Nix, Matt Jenkinson and Phil Gillespie wandered down from the SWCC to OFD1,
passing a small vole on our travels. We quickly found ourselves at the entrance and stomping through OFD1, water
levels were low which meant for easy walking up the streamway. OFD1 streamway is one of my favourite bits of
streamway in Wales, I love the shape of the cave and how it can vary so much
in character based solely on the amount of water travelling down it. We soon
found ourselves at the rocking boulder and yes, the obligatory jump up and
down occurred, some of the group were slightly more “able” to get the
momentum going on the bolder than others but it’s all down to technique I’m
told. Then we were suddenly at the letterbox, which historically I struggled
with. I watched Phil zip through and then I went for it, no sling and not head
first this time. Chain in hand and feet ahead of me and next thing I know I am
through the slot and collecting bags from Mark and Bill.
We were soon at Divers pitch where we had fun with a sling setting up the
lifeline, if you find a purple sling around here, it's probably mine, if its still
stuck behind a flake of rock and you find it, well done – we couldn’t reach it.
I recall the lovely juggy holds on the pitch but its always going over the
threshold at the edge that gets me, so if in doubt, ask for a lifeline. Divers pitch
always seems counterintuitive to me, you go in the cave at the bottom of the
hill, climb up through the cave, but now I have to climb down a pitch to
continue to climb upwards (no, it still does not compute).
Onward and upward through the cave past the branch to Piccadilly and then in
to new streamway, well new to me. All I have to say is WOW. What an
awesome bit of streamway. The meandering passage, the fantastic scalloping
and colour in the rock, the lines, the mantraps, the water – it has all the things
about caves I love. I’m sorry OFD1 but OFD2 streamway is now my favourite
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bit of Welsh streamway. We travelled maybe 20 minutes upstream to Marble Showers so that the photographers could
prospect for their shots. Given my tiredness levels at this point, we didn’t go any further upstream as I knew what was
required to exit. Bill set up first, and he took a few snaps in the streamway. Then a quick photographer change, Mark
took a few snaps, action shots as Phil and Matt moved through the cave. Quick pack up of the camera and on to
Piccadilly.  Phil and Bill stopped to take a quick snap which seems to have taken social media by storm, sometimes
it's all about being in the right place at the right time, oh wait and the photographer and the camera and the model and
the cave. Hmm maybe there is more to this photography malarkey.
We stopped for a quick snack and a photo showing before we
started on the wondrous joy of Dim Dwr and out through Cwn
Dwr. Once basking in the fresh air our fantastic guide then
proceeded to make a schoolboy error - and deleted his best shots
off of his camera, so it was only a few days later after the photo
recovery was complete we got to see the finished article and they
were great!!
Thank you to the photographers, guide and models – it was a
fantastic trip and one I highly recommend. OFD1 to Top next
then!! Who’s with me? (Okay maybe after some recovery)

Day Two’s caving trip was a bimble in OFD2 from Top Entrance.
Mark, Bill and I had a leisurely start to the day’s caving, with
plenty of tea and something meaty and fried. So, after fuelling
we were off to OFD.  We had an objective on this trip, I had been
the winner of a tackle sack from the UK Caving Forum Draw at
Hidden Earth and was tasked to get a photo of the bag
underground. I also won a couple of china mugs but these were
too precious to take with me (hmmm me precious…).
After a slow walk up to the entrance, where upon arrival SUCC
were prancing around with a video camera with some mutterings
about a video for CHECC (I wonder if they won?), we were on
to our trip taking in a few highlights like Gnome Passage,
Corkscrew,  The Trident, The Judge and Salubrious. We then
made our way over to Selenite Passage, where with Wessex
tradition of a quick run through shouting “whoooo whoooo” was
in order. Then on to the photographs, apparently being vertically
challenged has its merits as a wide-angle shot of the passage make
it seem huge, as evident by the photos. Can you spot the shiny bag?  This certainly has to be one of the few occasions
Mr B has not taken a camera underground but he served excellently as flash monkey, which was greatly appreciated
by all. After this we took the less scenic route back to the entrance. And that was closure to an adventurous weekend
at the SWCC.
I want to thank, Rubber Duck Caving Club, Bill, Mark, Phil, Matt and SUCC for many hilarities and excellent caving.
Rebecca Varns

d: I know that many members (not all...) record their trips in the club log-book, and also that quite a
lot of members write up every one their trips in their own caving log-books (something I dearly wish

that I had done....). A very small  handful will send in accounts such as Becky’s. The journal would benefit
from more; they carry with them a reminder that the Wessex exists as a club for the “Sport” of caving, and
that we cave for the pleasure of it. Sons and Daughters caving with their parents write some of the most
delightful entries. The club log-books remain, vitally, the story and  history of the Wessex. Selecting which
entries to extract for the journal is taxing, and has to be done sensitively: I am loth to discard any of them!
I know that the published accounts  are still well adrift chronologically, but with a journal as full as this issue,
far from catching up they are  dropping ever further behind.  Put it down to editorial cowardice and
procrastination. Mea Culpa.

Noel
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log-book EXtraCts

Back Cover Becky in Selenite Tunnel,
OFD  Photo: Bill Nix

Monday June 12 2017 Spider Hole James Colllings,
NikNak, John Cooper, Ade & Jude VdeP, Tony Seddon.

42 loads hauled up Four Tonne Shaft to leave the bottom
of the dig clear. 1 ½ hrs. John

Wednesday June 14 2017 GB John Cooper, Damon
Fentham.

We went in through the mud passage and into the Gorge,
then down into the Main Chamber. After Main, we
climbed up into Ladder Dig. We went through into Bat
Passage. After Bat Passage we went and had a good look
around the Great Chamber. On the way out we climbed
the waterfall and went under the bridge, passed back
through the Gorge and back out via the mud passage.
Damon

Friday June 16 2017 Compton Ochre Mine Terry
Waller, Derek Sanderson

Interesting visit..... spent hours washing off the stains!!
Terry

Friday June 16 2017 Dolebury Levy Terry Waller, Derek
Sanderson

10 minutes.... some small formations.... minuscule!!
Terry

Saturday June 17 2017 LVS A cast of thousands: Ali
Moody, John Cooper, Kristian Balogh, Sylvia Auth,
Citron, Mike K, Geoff Newton, Pete Buckley

To restart our LVS campaign for the summer. Flood
debris cleared from Tennis Ball Rift; Main Sink (which
was bone dry) we started to clear the flood debris. Kris,
Ali and Pete at Main Sink,  the rest at Tennis Ball Rift.
Main Sink dropped a metre, another 2 or so to go. TB
just about cleared but a little left for the next time (71
loads). PSS drilled and banged. LVS was lovely and cool
and no horse-flies - unlike on the surface. 3+ hours.  Pete

Sunday June 18 2017 Swildons John Cooper. Lee
Hawkswell, Roz Simmonds, Barry Weaver

Went across the Black Hole and along to the very end.
Draught there... but is it just the surface?
3 1/4hrs. John

Saturday June 24 2017 LVS Ali Moody, Mike K, Pete
Buckley, Kris, Sylvia, Zeb, John Cooper.

Started by clearing bang debris and infill from PSS
shaft, 50 loads. Left Pete/Ali/John to drill and bang.
The others had a good clearing session at Main Sink.
More sessions needed. More bug-repellent needed on
the surface. Mike

Saturday July 1 2017 LVS John Cooper, John
Gisborne, Geoff Newton

Hauled spoil up PSS Rift and stacked in spare buckets
in Triassic Tunnel. Four holes drilled and then Mike
and Ali came along (post Sludge Pit) and the holes
were destroyed. LOTS of spoil to remove next time.
4 hrs. John Cooper

Sunday July 2 2017 Sludge Pit Mike K, John Cooper,
Geoff Newton

Bang went off really well. Cleared most spoil and
found a hole in the floor that is draughting, obviously
seems to go off in a different direction... also can now
stand up at the dig face and look into higher inlets. The
direction of these seems to head towards Aragonite. 3
3/4 hrs and still not even hammer-and-chisel anything,
so more to do before next bang.  Mike

Saturday July 8 2017 Stoke Lane Slocker.”2nd.
Saturday” trip.  James Collings, Damon & Liam
Fentham, Wayne Starsmore.

Not being put off by the fact that none of the team had
been there before, we attempted to memorise the
“Memdip Underground” and set off. With unexpected
competence, not only did we find the entrance, but also
got to the sump with no wrong turns. Wayne and
Damon through the sump and a sprint down to sump
2 to warm up. Quick look into the high level chambers
and then returned to mutinous crew waiting upstream
of the sump. Easy trip out to blazing sunshine. Top
trip. Sump 1 is a bugger on the way back, but definitely
worth another visit to have a good look around Stoke
2 streamway and chambers. Water levels high, despite
dry weather and only 2 dead rats seen on the way out.
Wayne
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